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Dual Obligations of Congregations

Duty to follow local, state and federal laws.

Duty to adhere to the moral framework and 

ecclesiastical requirements of the denomination 

and promote the theology/philosophy of the 

faith tradition.

Governance serves to fulfill both of these duties.



Legal Obligations of Congregations

 Federal Tax and Labor Law

 Local Property Regulations

 State Statutes

 Taxes

 Charitable Solicitation

 Labor Laws

 Incorporation

 In Maryland, churches must be chartered as religious corporations 
and are subject to laws regarding corporations. See § 5-201, 
Corporations & Associations Article of the Maryland Code. 

Corporations must file articles of incorporation and have directors or 
trustees.

All directors or trustees are subject to fiduciary duties.



Governing Board’s Role in Congregations

 In Maryland, the board, not the congregation, is the 

legally accountable entity.

 Absolutely needed to ensure that a congregation meets 

its legal, moral, and ecclesiastical obligations, including 

achieving its mission.



Congregational Board Differences

 Board members have a covenantal relationship as 

members of the congregation.

 The minister is a full board member with or without voting 

rights. (“Ex-officio” does not mean “not really a board 

member.”)

 There is a higher level of responsibility and accountability 

to congregational membership.

 Board members are fully integrated in the life of the 

church, as are their families.

 Board members often have multiple leadership roles.



Nonprofit or For Profit Board experience 

doesn’t always translate.

 Different level of policy development (Congregations 

need more because of higher board turnover.)

 Different form of linkage, which is the connection 

between board and owners, members, etc.

 Virtually no role confusion on nonprofit or for profit 

corporate boards

 Different relationship with the chief executive officer in 

the corporate world, namely the executive is appointed 

by the board.



Five Strategic Tasks of a Congregational Board

Congregational Mission/Vision

Fiduciary Duties

Policy Development

Strategic Planning

Assessment



Congregational Mission/Vision

The governing board is the entity primarily responsible for 

discerning the vision and mission of the congregation.

 It listens and draws the vision from the congregation.  

What is the congregation for? 

Who do we want to be?

What do we want the world to be?

Mission is what steps is the congregation able and willing 

to take to achieve the vision.

“The purpose of a congregation is not governance, but the congregation’s mission.  

Governance is good when it is serving the mission.” 

--Reverend David Pyle, UUA Central East Region Governance Program Manager



Fiduciary Duties

 Fiduciary duties include more than just financial concerns.  They 
comprise all the responsibility and accountability of the congregation 
as an organization.

 Fiduciary duties include the following tasks:

 Approving appropriate policies (“what will be done”) and ensuring 
that they are followed by the enactment of procedures (“how it will 
be done”); 

 Monitoring the relational, fiscal and operational health of the 
congregation;

 Devising a system of accountability, communication, and 
continuity; 

 Ensuring that leaders are acting in the best interest of the 
congregation; and

 Ensuring that the public voice of the congregation is appropriately 
exercised.



Fiduciary Duties 
(Dan Hotchkiss, Governance and Ministry, 2nd ed., pp. 69-74)

 Duty of Care

Directors must act in the same manner as a reasonably prudent 
person in their position would act.  Decisions must be made on an 
informed basis.

 Duty of Loyalty

Directors must put the organization’s interests ahead of their own. 
They must not use the organization’s assets or direct opportunities 
for their own personal gain, e.g., hire their own family to do work.

 Duty of Obedience

Directors must follow the letter of the law at all times, which means 
for a non-profit in particular, ensuring compliance with the 
organization's mission and adhering to the organization’s bylaws 
and policies.



Breach of Fiduciary Duties

Have consequences, even for churches.

 The church may be held liable for damages.  (A typical case 
is wrongful termination and defamation.)

 Directors or Trustees can be held personally liable for 
damages.

 Lawsuits cause deep division within churches and loss of 
membership.

 Reputation of the church and the denomination may be 
permanently damaged.

Lawsuits are not common against churches, but tend to 
increase as a church’s assets grow, e.g., endowment, etc.



Policy Development

 Boards develop policies to help the organization comply with 

its legal, and in the case of congregations, moral, obligations.

 Policies define what will be done.

Governing: Define how the church is structured, who has 

authority and responsibility within the congregation.

Delegating: Delegates authority from the board to other 

entities in the congregation.

Limitations: Define the limits of delegated authority.

Operating: Address operational matters, e.g., building 

rental.



Strategic Planning

 Strategic planning is explicitly naming the congregation’s 

intentions to fulfill its mission over the short term of 3-5 years.

 Long Range Planning is the congregation’s intentions to fulfill 

the vision over the next 5-25 years.

 The most effective approach for a congregation is a 3-year 

rolling strategic plan updated annually by the congregational 

board.

As each year ends, new year is added, previous year 

assessed 

Not a discrete effort, part of the ongoing work of the 

congregational board



Assessment

Assessment entails reviewing the health and vitality of the 

congregation in its wholeness – not just certain parts of it.

 Involves examination of an operational matter or a 

program and asking deep questions.

 Includes assessing the board’s functioning and its 

relationships with committees, staff, and task forces.

 Does not generally involve ministerial evaluation.  Only 

exception is if the minister is in the preliminary fellowship 

process.



Types of Congregational Boards

1. Operational

Operational Board: the Board makes all 

decisions that relate to programs and 

operations.

Managing Board: the Board makes all decisions 

that are outside of specific program and 

operational areas.



Types of Congregational Boards

2. Hybrid

Portfolio Board: Board members serve as Committee 
Chairs (e.g., Religious Education Committee head is 
also a board trustee). Problem with these is they 
demand a big time commitment

 Liaison Board: Board members serve as liaisons to 
committees (e.g., board trustee sits on the RE 
Committee, but is not chair of committee). Problem 
with these is that board members tend to advocate 
for their areas and there is more conflict.  Difficulty 
to see the best interests of the church as a whole.



Types of Congregational Boards

3. Strategic

Strategic Board: Board focuses on five strategic 

tasks and the staff, lay-council, or an executive 

team has operational authority.

Policy Governance Board: Board focuses on five 

strategic tasks and provides a policy structure to 

set limitations upon the Executive/Operational 

authority. 



Operational Models

1. Matriarch/Patriarch/Deacon Model

Usually decisions are made outside of formal 

structures

Congregation has “identified” long-term leaders who 

make all significant operational decisions

Authority is based on who the individual is, not on 

what position they hold

Gives long-term stability, but limited potential for 

growth or change



Operational Models

2. Executive Team Model

Reports and is accountable to the governing board 

Chartered and appointed by the governing board with 

responsibilities and qualifications for lay leaders clearly 

outlined

Usually between 3-5 members consisting of all lay leaders 

(not on the governing board) or a combination of lay 

leaders and staff

Holds operational responsibility for the congregation and 

should be the “point of appeal” within the congregation, 

not the governing board 



Operational Models

3. Program Council/Council of Committees Model

Vary greatly across congregations:

Some serve as the operational decision making body, while 
the board serves as the strategic and visionary body.

Some serve as solely a communication and coordination 

body, designed for information sharing.

 If an operational decision making body, the governing 

board must provide well defined governing policy that sets 

forth clear lines of authority and responsibilities, and 

provide regular strategic direction.



Operational Models

4. Staff Model

Staff, including the minister, make operational decisions.

 The governing board provide a governing policy system 

that delegates authority and places limitations on staff 

authority.

 The Staff is accountable and reports to the governing 

board.

Program and operational committees or teams are 

accountable to the staff.

This model is the most efficient model, but leaves out a lot of 

spiritual engagement with lay members.  Plus, small and 

medium congregational cultures are resistant to this model.



Operational Models

5. Implicit or “No One, Really” Model

These congregations may have a governing board, 

but it is inactive or passive.

Things get done when a person volunteers to do 

something or lead an effort at the church.

If there is a staff, staff members by long tenure and/or 

by congregational acquiescence are the operational 

decision makers regardless of any written, formal 

structure that might be in place.



Bad Ideas

Elected Committees and Committee Chairs

Staff Reporting to Committees

Multiple Governing Boards

 Create conflict that spreads to congregation

 Split authority and responsibility

Jumbo Boards

 Ineffective at achieving mission

 Inefficient because lack of focus

Hotchkiss, pp. 43-46



Questions?


